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Rulers are typically marked as to what their scale is…

Note the “16”.  This means the scale is 1/16 inch, or each line is 1/16th inch from the 
next.

Note the “32”.  This means the scale is 1/32 inch, or each line is 1/32th inch from the 
next.

On the other end of these rules you’ll find the numbers “8” or 1/8th inch and “64” or 
1/64th inch.

One of the biggest mistakes when reading a ruler is not keeping your eyes 
perpendicular to the ruler.  Any angle will cause an incorrect reading, and the 
smaller the graduation, the bigger the mistake. 
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A = 1/8

B = 2/8 or 1/4

C = 3/8

D = 4/8 or 1/2

E = 5/8

F = 6/8 or ¾

G = 7/8

H = 8/8 to 1
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A = 1/16

B = 2/16 or 1/8

C = 3/16

D = 4/16 or 1/4

E = 5/16

F = 6/16 or 3/8

G = 7/16

H = 8/16 or 1/2

I = 9/16

J = 10/16 or 5/8

K = 11/16

L = 12/16 or 3/4

M = 13/16

N = 14/16 or 7/8

O = 15/16

P = 16/16 or 1

Q = 1-6/16 or 1-3/8
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A = 2/32 or 1/16

B = 4/32 or 1/8

C = 5/32

D = 9/32

E = 11/32

F = 15/32

G = 18/32 or 9/16

H = 23/32

I = 28/32 or 7/8

J = 31/32

K = 1-2/32 or 1-1/16
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A = 3/64

B = 6/64 or 3/32

C = 8/64 or 1/8

D = 11/64

E = 16/64 or 1/4

F = 20/64 or 5/16

G = 23/64

H = 28/64 or 7/16

I = 32/64 or 1/2

J = 37/64

K = 43/64

L = 50/64 or 25/32

M = 59/64

N = 63/64

O = 1-5/64
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Calipers can be the slide type, the dial indicator type or the digital read-out type.
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Parts of the Calipers:

Bar – The main stock of the calipers. Each line typically = 0.100 in. or 100/1000s

Dial Indicator – Like most dial indicators graduation is marked on the face.  Each 
line typically = 0.001 in. or 1/1000s  Each revolution = 100/1000s (or one marking 
on the bar).

Bezel Clamp – Holds the bezel in place, keeps it from rotating.  Used to “zero” the 
tool before use.  Always “zero” before measuring.

Lock Screw – Used to lock tool once measurement is taken. Keeps the 
measurement from changing before recorded.

Fine Adjust Roll – Used to open/close contacts but not apply pressure to them. 
Protect the tool and help achieve accurate measurement.

Contacts – The surface that will come in direct contact with the piece.  Used to 
measure inside or outside.

Depth Rod – Used to accurately measure depth.  Caution needs to be used so as 
not to damage it during use.
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Graduated in 0.001 inch or 1/1000ths 

Left reading = 0 + 0.5 + 0.010 + 0.0005 = 0.5105 or if “rounded” to nearest 1/1000th

= 0.0511 inch

Right reading = 0 + 0.7 + 0.050 = 0.750 inch

Bottom:

Graduated in 0.1mm

10mm+8mm=0.7mm= 18.7mm
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Micrometer

Used when a higher degree of accuracy is needed.  Often referred to as a “Mike”
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Parts of a Micrometer

Frame – Typically “C” type

Barrel – The shaft of the Micrometer

Thimble – Rotating portion of the Micrometer.  Also contains a “free-wheeling” 
component that will not apply pressure.

Anvil – Fixed, machined/ground surface that comes in contact with work.

Spindle – Moving, machined/ground surface that comes in contact with work.
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Numbers on the Barrel (labeled sleeve) represent 0.100 inch or 100/1000th of an 
inch.  Example: 1 = 0.100, 2 = 0.200, 3 = 0.300…

Divisions (lines) on Barrel equal 0.025 inch or 25/1000th of an inch.  Example:  1 line 
= 0.025, 2 lines = 0.050, 3 lines = 0.075…

There are 25 divisions on the Thimble.  Numbers on the Thimble represent 0.001 
inch or 1/1000th of an inch.  Example: 21 = 0.021, 22 = 0.022, 23 = 0.023…

One rotation of the Thimble = 0.025 inch or 25/1000th of an inch.

What is the reading on this Mike?

0.3 + 0.025 + 0.021 = 0.346
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MICROMETER READINGS 

The first step is to read how many hundred thousandths are visible to the left of the 
thimble (BLUE) and write it down.

The second step is to look for visible .025 inch lines on the sleeve (GREEN) and 
write that below the blue number.

The third step is to look on the thimble for thousandths and write that at the bottom.

Now add them
.500
.075 (three times .025 X 3= .075)
.007
.582
If the micrometer is larger than a zero to one inch micrometer you must add the 
appropriate number of inches to this reading. 
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MICROMETER READINGS 

The first step is to read how many hundred thousandths are visible to the left of the 
thimble (BLUE) and write it down.

The second step is to look for visible .025 inch lines on the sleeve (GREEN) and 
write that below the blue

Now add them
.400
.000
.024
.424
If the micrometer is larger than a zero to one inch micrometer you must add the 
appropriate number of inches to this reading. 
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MICROMETER READINGS 

.100

.000

.010

.110
If the micrometer is larger than a zero to one inch micrometer you must add the 
appropriate number of inches to this reading. 
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Remember:

A fraction is just a math equation…

1/8 is 1 divided by 8 or 1 ÷ 8 = 0.125

9/32 is 9 divided by 32 or 9 ÷ 32 = 0.28125
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Remember:

A decimal to a fraction is just the opposite…

0.125 x 32 = 4 or 4/32 or 1/8

0.0625 x 32 = 2 or 2/32 or 1/16

0.4375 x 32 = 14 or 14/32 or 7/16
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Converting to Metric

Use this table –

Inches to mm, Multiply by 25.4

Example:  Using your Calipers you determine the width of a reduced section coupon to be 1.489 
inches.  Convert it to mm.

1.489 in. x 25.4 = 37.8206 mm or 37.821 mm

Example:  Using your Mike you determine the thickness of a reduced section coupon to be 0.364 
inches.  Convert it to mm.

0.364 in. x 25.4 = 9.2456 mm or 9.246 mm

Remember:

The opposite of Multiplying is Dividing.

mm to Inches, Divide

Example:  Using your Calipers you determine the width of a reduced section coupon to be 37.5 mm.  
Convert it to inches.

37.5 mm ÷ 25.4 = 1.4763779527559055118110236220472 inches or 1.476 inches

Example:  Using your Mike you determine the thickness of a reduced section coupon to be 9.5 mm.  
Convert it to inches.

9.5 mm ÷ 25.4 = 0.37401574803149606299212598425197 inches or 0.374 inches
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See next slides for pictures.
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Attach meter to studs at power supply.
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Clamp meter around “Work Lead”.
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Typically attaches to rear of feeder.

Be careful not to become part of the circuit when welding.
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Check flow at nozzle using the purge switch only.  Using the trigger will drive the 
wire through your flow meter.

Hold the meter up vertically.

Shielding Gas flows is measured in CFH or cubic feet an hour.  Not psi!
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Check temperature 2-3 inches from the actual weld.  This is a “rule of thumb”.

Tempilstik, like a crayon.  Temp stiks come in various degrees.  Heat the base 
material first then check with stik.  Stik melts at its rated temp.

Most commonly used:

250 degree (for preheat)

450 degrees (for interpass) [interpass temp is the temp of the base material before 
you apply the next weld pass]
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“Must have” for an inspector -

Fillet weld gages are meant to be “Go-No Go” gages.  The weld size required 
should be known, then the correct gage should be used to determine acceptability.

You need to know if the fillet weld is convex or concave before selecting your gage.  
Using the wrong gage will not give an accurate reading.

Using the upper edge of the convex gage (not the imprinted marking) is far more 
accurate.  Use it to MEASURE BOTH LEGS.  A weld is only as big as its smallest 
leg.

Use the throat gage only on concave fillets.
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“Must have” for an inspector –

Calibrate your V-Wac gage before every use.  Just check it on a known flat surface 
for accuracy.

Use the holes in the gage to judge porosity.
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Used to determine weld size on fillets or weld reinforcement on grooves.  Not a go-
no go.
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“Must have” for an inspectors in the field –

This is a gage that can almost do it all

It is expensive.$$$

With it I can measure:

Fillet size (Convex/Concave)

Reinforcement

Undercut

Mis-match

Groove angle

Hi-Lo

Size of un-equal Fillets


